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From:
To: Community Safety and Legal Affairs Committee
Cc:
Subject: URGENT! Stop the QLD Community Safety Bill immediately! It is anther attack on Queenslander civil

liberties and freedoms!
Date: Monday, 13 May 2024 10:25:46 PM

It is blatantly obvious that you are trying to strip Queenslanders of our civil liberties under the guise of
Community Safety. It is the hallmark of every dictatorship. Learn from history and do not do anything remotely
like the evils of our past!

I know that after reading those sentences you would probably not have the maturity, respect, integrity and/or be
that egotistical and delusional to scoff and disregard this email, but you need to come out from your privileged
positions and actually speak with communities.

The Queensland Community Safety Bill is a farce and attacks law abiding citizens. The fact you limit
discussions, consultation time and submissions shows immense disrespect and contempt for your voters. This
bill will dramatically affect innocent people and will be used and abused now and into the future. It reeks of
disrespect and political point scoring. You are not only taking your voters views and life's into account, you are
also pushing through ill thought out legislation as another power grab and attack on Queenlanders rights and
civil liberties.

By labelling all weapons owners as somehow bad and needed to be restricted even more than they already are,
shows how out of touch with reality some politicians are. This may be a foreign concept, but the bad guys will
get hold of bad things. Its the way humans have been from the dawn of time. Do not punish law abiding citizens
for an extreme minority of criminals. Go after the criminals not your voters and citizens.

At the very least, respect your voters enough to give us more time to send in submissions. We need consultation
time. The fact that it is over 100 pages and that there is a very limited time for people to read it shows again a
great level of contempt to Queenslanders and the community. As I mentioned before everyone can see what you
are doing and we will call it out for what it is, another power grab and stripping of civil liberties and freedoms.
You have not learnt from history and from the last 4 years. Your voters are waking up to your games. Stop it
now! Stop bogging people down and pushing things through at the last moment. It is obvious that this is what
you are doing and your voters are sick of it.

I do not want a generic politician BS fob off reply as this email (like many others) will be seen by alot of your
voters and electorate and hopefully will be used to judge you into the future around election time. Do the right
thing and allow more time for consultation or even better throw the bill out and focus solely on criminals and
making them more accountable for their actions.

Kind Regards,
Ricky Mead




